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Summary

Idiopathic toe walking is a frequently indicated variant of the infant’s walking pattern. Persisting toe walking may damage children’s posture and may result in deformity of the feet. In such cases an intensified therapy is necessary. The success of conventional physiotherapy and commonly used insoles is often limited. The physiotherapeutic concept of Bobath and the sensory integration method stimulate the perceptive faculty of the children. A medical alternative provides the injection of botulinum toxin in the calves. The outcome can be optimized through simultaneous application of plaster therapy. Pyramidal insoles affect primarily the front part of the plantar region. The pressure put on the forefoot makes it hard for the patient to walk or stand on his toes. Consequently, the child is forced to touch down the heel while walking.


Physiotherapy

Conventional physiotherapy is commonly applied to toe walking children in order to improve the feet’s dorsal flexion and avoid a contraction of the tendo Achilles. During gait training, patients learn how to reach a normal walking pattern through the putting down of the heels and the rolling off of the feet. Indeed, most diagnoses overlook the fact that toe walking affects not only the feet, but also the entire static build of the infant’s body. Many cases of toe walking are associated with a hyperlordosis in the lumbar portion of the spine, leading to a contracture of the hip bend. Physiotherapeutic treatments should therefore also consider a stretching of the spinal column as well as the hip. Special forms of physiotherapy are the Bobath-therapy and sensory integration. The therapy according to Bobath aims to regulate the tonus and to harmonize the movements bridging different bodily positions, such as sitting, standing, etc. (6). Here, toe walking toddlers and infants are not simply perceived as completed human beings; rather they are regarded as developing (concerning motor skills) patients. Spatial arrangements in private and public buildings and other areas frequented by children are increasingly designed to cater to the smaller customers and they, in turn, fell less inclined to toe-walk. Sensory integration supports the perceptive faculty of infants, whose toe walking habits some experts link to the disruption of this very perception (1). This therapy addresses particularly the sensory organs. Through the use of sensory materials such as crème, razor foam, or climbing wall, and in an playful way, the conscious perception of the feet is stimulated. By means of different mats, the feeling for keeping the balance is trained and the total weight is meant to shift gradually to the feet. These measures are intended to re-establish a new sense of inner and outer balance.

In the course of their bodily and mental development, up to 15% of all children will toe-walk for a period of at least three months (Fig. 2). This so-called ‘idiopathic’ toe-walking is a gait deviation that is mostly limited to toddlers. Persisting toe walking may however result in damages of posture and gait. The occurring short tendo calcaneus (tendo Achilles) is irreversible. Moreover, secondary tilting of the pelvis may lead to long-term damages of the spinal column (Fig. 1), and distinctive deformities of area around the foot (Fig. 5, 7, 10).

Persisting toe walking requires therefore an adequate and intensified therapy. In the following, besides the already known therapies, new approaches of preventive and curative healing methods are to be introduced.

Zusammenfassung


Physiotherapie

Conventional physiotherapy is commonly applied to toe walking children in order to improve the feet’s dorsal flexion and avoid a contraction of the tendo Achilles. During gait training, patients learn how to reach a normal walking pattern through the putting down of the heels and the rolling off of the feet. Indeed, most diagnoses overlook the fact that toe walking affects not only the feet, but also the entire static build of the infant’s body. Many cases of toe walking are associated with a hyperlordosis in the lumbar portion of the spine, leading to a contracture of the hip bend. Physiotherapeutic treatments should therefore also consider a stretching of the spinal column as well as the hip. Special forms of physiotherapy are the Bobath-therapy and sensory integration. The therapy according to Bobath aims to regulate the tonus and to harmonize the movements bridging different bodily positions, such as sitting, standing, etc. (6). Here, toe walking toddlers and infants are not simply perceived as completed human beings; rather they are regarded as developing (concerning motor skills) patients. Spatial arrangements in private and public buildings and other areas frequented by children are increasingly designed to cater to the smaller customers and they, in turn, fell less inclined to toe-walk. Sensory integration supports the perceptive faculty of infants, whose toe walking habits some experts link to the disruption of this very perception (1). This therapy addresses particularly the sensory organs. Through the use of sensory materials such as crème, razor foam, or climbing wall, and in an playful way, the conscious perception of the feet is stimulated. By means of different mats, the feeling for keeping the balance is trained and the total weight is meant to shift gradually to the feet. These measures are intended to re-establish a new sense of inner and outer balance.

In the course of their bodily and mental development, up to 15% of all children will toe-walk for a period of at least three months (Fig. 2). This so-called ‘idiopathic’ toe-walking is a gait deviation that is mostly limited to toddlers. Persisting toe walking may however result in damages of posture and gait. The occurring short tendo calcaneus (tendo Achilles) is irreversible. Moreover, secondary tilting of the pelvis may lead to long-term damages of the spinal column (Fig. 1), and distinctive deformities of area around the foot (Fig. 5, 7, 10).
Botulinum Toxin and Physical Exercises

The injection of botulinum toxin, or Botox, leads to the agony of the calves, making the infant’s standing on their toes quite difficult. This effect will reach its climax about three weeks after the initial injection (3). In the three-month period, during which Botox affects the infant’s toe walking, a several-days-per-week schedule is set up to help the child train normal gait and posture. This procedure is aimed at accomplishing walking habits normal to most people. First experiences show very good results so far, and side effects are very unlikely if applied properly. A control group study is however lacking at the moment.

Serial Casting of the Lower Extremities

Through serial casting, which usually takes about two to six weeks, a 90 degree ankle of the ankle joint can possibly be reached. During this period, the infant is prevented from taking up a pes equinus (toe walking) position (4, 11).
Serial casting can also be combined with Botox injections, because immediately after the administration of Botox, a cast may be applied so as to intensify the impact of the toxin. Alternatively, the cast is put on three weeks after the initial injection of Botox, which would avoid pressure marks.

Pyramid Insoles

Pyramid insoles have been developed by David Pomarino in 2001. By now, these insoles have been used exclusively with toe walking infants. Pyramid insoles are designed to bear weight in the forefoot area. They resemble a pyramid (Fig. 3), which is fixed right beneath the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th metatarsal bone. This is all made to cure toe walking (8).

The pressure that the insole exerts onto the forefoot brings about a conditioning of the foot, making it nearly impossible for the children to walk on their toes and put the heels down instead. Thus, through the different heights of the supporting elements of the insole, the foot is forced into a normal position. Moreover, the application of pyramid insoles reduces the risk of a hyperlordosis.

Conventional Insoles

Conventional insoles, such as cork and Nancy-Hilton orthoses, are practically useless with toe walking children, because the supporting elements of conventional insoles are adjusted in the hindfoot area. Since toe walkers exert pressure to the forefoot only and because the supporting elements of conventional insoles are usually put slightly behind this region, the patient’s foot would never touch the insole, simply because pressure is exerted somewhere else. This is indicated by the marks left by the wearing-off-patterns of these insoles.

A study carried out in 2003 and 2004 in the Center for Infantile Development in Hamburg comprised 260 children. It proved to be a great success, because 70% of the participating children who were equipped with pyramid insoles showed great improvements in posture and gait with in the first 18 months, even up to the complete disappearance of the toe-walking habit (9).

Fig. 1. Many cases of toe walking are associated with a hyperlordosis in the lumbar portion of the spine, leading to a contracture of the hip bend.

Fig. 2. Since toe walkers exert pressure to the forefoot only and because the supporting elements of conventional insoles are usually put slightly behind this region, the patient’s foot would never touch the insole.
Fig. 3. The supporting elements of pyramid insoles resemble a pyramid, which is fixed right beneath the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th metatarsal bone. This is meant bring about a shift of pressure away from the forefoot towards the heel.

Conclusion

Conventional physiotherapy and commonly used insoles is not suitable to toe walking. Bobath physiotherapy and sensory integration are particularly of advantage in simultaneously occurring retardations of development. A medical alternative is offered with the intramuscular injection of Botox. This method could further be enhanced by the simultaneous application of serial casting. Disadvantages are their invasiveness and relatively high efforts.

Pyramid insoles made for the forefoot are the perfect alternative. Mental and physical stress for both parents and children can be maintained at an acceptably low level. The conditioning, caused by the insole, provides the sustainability necessary to overcome toe walking.

What exact therapy is finally selected, remains with the individuality of the patient. Age of the children, a possible shortening of the tendo calcaneus (tendo Achilles), and the acceptance of the specific form of therapy will all play their part in the selection of the treatment.
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